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Origin’s
premium aluminium
window range
offers the style, sophistication and security that any home
deserves. Complementing either traditional or modern
homes, a bespoke Origin Window will undoubtedly give a
home a new lease of life with its timeless British design.

The Origin Window embodies traditional craftsmanship
by combining a unique aluminium flush casement with
contemporary hardware and slim sightlines. With authenticity
at its heart, the Origin Window is an excellent solution for art
deco designs, townhouse properties and developments in
conservational areas thanks to its timeless design.
Particularly prominent in countryside dwellings,
19th century timber windows are synonymous with flush
casements and the Origin Window captures the beauty of this
traditional style. In addition to this, the Origin Window offers
the added benefits of being maintenance free, highly durable

Optimum Security
The Origin Window is not only attractively designed, but
is also incredibly secure. Manufactured and assembled in
Origin’s state-of-the-art facility in the UK, the Origin Window
makes use of the industry renowned Yale Encloser lock,
which features innovative bi-directional locking technology
for a truly secure window system.
High security stainless steel hinges offer unrivalled
compression through a unique patented hinge geometry, and
the hinge guards ensure complete protection from intruders.

and being manufactured from an energy efficient, premium

The Origin Window blends sophisticated style and elegance

grade aluminium.

with the very latest in high performance and high security
locking mechanisms. They comfortably outperform the
demanding, police-preferred ‘Secured by Design’ standards.

Colours
Origin permanently hold 11 of the most popular colours in
stock, and windows ordered in these will be available on a
fast track lead time.
For those wanting something other than the stock colours,
Origin have a further 150 RAL shades to choose from. From
the subtle to the slightly outrageous, there’ll be a colour to
suit every home.

Handles
The Origin Window handle is extremely important, blending
reliable functionality with tasteful aesthetics and real-world
ergonomics. In use, they must always communicate safety
and robustness.
That’s why Origin handles are given the same attention to
detail as every other component. Origin Window handles are
also able to be colour coded to match the frame - a feature
unique in the industry.
Whether in premium stainless steel or one of Origin’s
industry-unique colour-coordinated options, home owners
can be sure of a contemporary handle offering the same
faultless service as the windows themselves.

20
YEAR
GUARANTEE

20 Year Guarantee
By combining a high grade aluminium with precision
engineering and exceptional standards of craftsmanship,
Origin have a proven track record in providing high quality,
functional and stylish products that are built to last.
With rigorous ongoing quality testing, every Origin Window
leaving the Buckinghamshire-based factory meets a
guaranteed standard - which means that Origin are able
to offer a 20-year guarantee for optimum peace of mind.

Thermal Efficiency

Why Aluminium?

The Origin Window has been designed to keep a home

Frame strength is very important in a window system.

warm when it’s chilly and cool when it’s hot. Featuring an

Aluminium is Origin’s material of choice because of its

advanced triple weather seal that resulted in unrivalled

strength, durability and longevity.

weather testing results, the Origin Window ensures that the
elements are kept outside and that energy bills stay low.
Boasting a Certified U-Value of 1.5, the Origin Window
significantly exceeds British Building Regulation requirements
for optimum efficiency, achieving a Window Energy ‘A’ Rating
based on double glazed simulations.*
*Requires validation. Awaiting test results.

Safety First
As well as looking stunning, the Origin Window is highly
functional in satisfying building regulations for emergency
exits, restricted openings and for marine based dwellings.
In addition to this, the hinges are specifically designed to
reduce the possibility of finger entrapment.

Options/Configurations
The Origin flush casement window is available in side hung,
top hung, fixed frame, bay and gable end configurations.

Stunning Gable End Windows

Aluminium combines strength and robustness with
a lightweight structure, meaning it’s extremely strong yet
weighs 67% less than steel.
This winning combination makes aluminium the ideal material
for visually exquisite, easy to operate and secure windows.

About Origin
Origin are the UK’s leading specialist manufacturer
of bespoke aluminium bi-folding doors, windows and
made-to-measure blinds.
Established in 2002, Origin have since worked relentlessly
to perfect the design and functionality of bi-folding doors,
windows and blinds to create and maintain the highly
respected reputation for quality and service they have today.
Origin was originally born when cousins, Neil Ginger and
Victoria Brocklesby, set out with the ambition to design,
create and manufacture the UK’s best quality doors, backed
by uncompromising levels of service.
Despite the growth and deserved success, the family ethos
still firmly remains today.
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